Analysis of cis-Regulatory Elements in Gene Co-expression Networks in Cancer.
Analysis of gene co-expression networks is a powerful "data-driven" tool, invaluable for understanding cancer biology and mechanisms of tumor development. Yet, despite of completion of thousands of studies on cancer gene expression, there were few attempts to normalize and integrate co-expression data from scattered sources in a concise "meta-analysis" framework. Here we describe an integrated approach to cancer expression meta-analysis, which combines generation of "data-driven" co-expression networks with detailed statistical detection of promoter sequence motifs within the co-expression clusters. First, we applied Weighted Gene Co-Expression Network Analysis (WGCNA) workflow and Pearson's correlation to generate a comprehensive set of over 3000 co-expression clusters in 82 normalized microarray datasets from nine cancers of different origin. Next, we designed a genome-wide statistical approach to the detection of specific DNA sequence motifs based on similarities between the promoters of similarly expressed genes. The approach, realized as cisExpress software module, was specifically designed for analysis of very large data sets such as those generated by publicly accessible whole genome and transcriptome projects. cisExpress uses a task farming algorithm to exploit all available computational cores within a shared memory node.We discovered that although co-expression modules are populated with different sets of genes, they share distinct stable patterns of co-regulation based on promoter sequence analysis. The number of motifs per co-expression cluster varies widely in accordance with cancer tissue of origin, with the largest number in colon (68 motifs) and the lowest in ovary (18 motifs). The top scored motifs are typically shared between several tissues; they define sets of target genes responsible for certain functionality of cancerogenesis. Both the co-expression modules and a database of precalculated motifs are publically available and accessible for further studies.